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Abstract - the conventional rice miller is too expensive
due to this reason small scale farmers cannot afford it
and therefore paddy cleaner is comes into picture for rice
husk. It is almost half of price of the rice miller available
in the market and it is easy to afford by the low
production volume farmers. It produces 95% of the clean
paddy or dehusked paddy and only 5% of the unwanted
matters including sand particles, paddy straws, small
stones, etc. Operation involves feeding the paddy into the
hopper, crushed in between two rotating drums powered
by electric motor. Finally, the clean paddy gets separated
by forced air circulation of blower.
Index Terms - Blower, Rollers, Cleaned paddy, Efficient,
Unwanted matter, Hopper.

I.INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is one of the most important pillars of the
Indian economy. The future of human is fully depends
on the agriculture. Now the major challenge is to
accelerate the growth of agriculture. India is the
second highest producer of rice after china. The rice
consumption is increasing day by day. If country’s
agricultural sector is good enough to produce more or
equal to the demand, then there is no need to import
from other countries and selling at higher cost. In
contrast to this if we create surplus then exporting
option resulting into the picture.
In India West Bengal is the highest producer of rice
nearly equal to 15.75 million tons over 5.46-millionhectare cultivable area. Uttar Pradesh, Punjab, Tamil
Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, Bihar are also ranked in rice
production after West Bengal. There are various types
of rice cultivated in India- Ponni rice (Tamilnadu),
Sona masoori (Andhra Pradesh), AmbeMohr
(Maharashtra), Wada kolam (Gujarat), Gobhind bhog
(Bengal), Matta (Kerala).
The Paddy cleaner machine is designed to remove the
foreign elements such e.g. sand, dust, small stone etc.
This machine provides an alternative to farmers
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instead of traditional winnowing technique and rice
mill. By the use of Paddy cleaner, farmer can avoid the
extra charge of rice mill and minimize the efforts
required for winnowing. Portable Paddy Cleaning
Machine is designed to remove foreign materials and
impurities such as sand particles, stones, paddy straws
and foreign seeds from paddy. This machine provides
farmers an alternative replacement of current
conventional method should the farmers want to
extract the paddy seed in small scale amount.
Currently, they only use a traditional winnow
technique as to obtain the seeds to be used next season
or before processing paddies to become rice. The
performance of this machine is very efficient where
the percentage of clean paddy is observed to be at
95%. It helps farmers improvise their traditional
method, reduces purchasing cost of paddy seed and
utilizes the cleaning process at low cost and less
maintenance.
II.LITERATURE RIVIEW
There are various paddy cleaning machines currently
available in market, but these machines are not
portable, bulky and of course of higher cost and takes
much space. Also, the existing machines are designed
for greater capacity and hence are expensive.
Moreover, the machine can do the work as equal to
twenty workers. After analyzing most of the papers it
is noted that the shaft diameter ranges from 20 mm to
30 mm and motor capacity 0.25 HP to 1.5 HP
depending upon the capacity and application. The
machine can dehusked the paddy up to 2-3 ton/hour,
the weight is up to 120 kg. Some researcher employ
vibratory sieve mechanism, blower or fan to get clean
paddy, some of them used two or three pulley for
transmitting motor power to shaft, someone applied
rubber or other materials cladding over rotating drums
to avoid the extra crushing force on paddy.
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III.DESIGN MODEL

Fig. 1- Front View

IV.WORKING OPERATION
The conceptual design of paddy cleaner machine is
depicted into the picture. Following are the main
components of paddy cleaner machine.
1. Frame
2. Electric motor
3. Drum
4. V-belt
5. Pulley
6. Hopper
7. Fan/blower
At the very first feeding the paddy into the hopper
which is similar to floor mill hopper. Output from
hopper comes in between two rollers by gravity and
gets crushed. These two drums are adjustable. The
crushing force is function of gap between rollers and
is adjusted by the screw mechanism as there are
various types of paddy available. One of drum gets
power from electric motor. Finally, the paddy get
separated from unwanted matter by the forced air
circulation from blower.
V.FUTURE SCOPE

Fig. 2 – Side View

The paddy cleaner machine can be used to dehusk
other grains by adjusting suitable distance between the
rotating drum as per the grain size.
By upgrading the motor capacity and roller size we can
employ it for higher capacity.
Moreover, paddy cleaner can be operated on solar
power.
VI.CONCLUSION
By taking problems into consideration of the existing
paddy cleaner, we need to design a paddy cleaner that
should not take lot of space i.e. compact, portable and
versatile, inexpensive so that small scale farmer can
afford it and capable of dehusking 95% clean paddy.
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